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Quieting my Critical Voice 
 

Let’s begin with 3 deep breaths… inhale through the nose and exhale through the mouth, and again 

inhale through the nose and exhale through the mouth, and one last time inhale through the nose 

and exhale through the mouth 

 

KC: Even though I am so hard on myself I love and accept myself.  

KC: Even though I am so hard on myself I love and accept myself.  

KC: Even though I am so hard on myself I love and accept myself.  

 

EB I can be so hard on myself 
SE My critical voice 
UE It’s so hard to quiet it 
UN I point out everything I’m doing wrong 
CH I notice everything that I’m not doing right 
CB My critical voice 
UA It keeps me stuck 
TH I keep listening to my critical voice 

 

EB This critical voice 
SE It tells me I am not good enough 
UE Not pretty enough 
UN Not smart enough 
CH Not thin enough 
CB Not successful enough 
UA Repeats that I’m not good enough 
TH Always critical 

 

EB This voice tells me I’ll always fail 
SE It expects me to fail at everything 
UE I’m so used to listening to it 
UN Its keeps me safe 
CH Because I don’t try anything new 
CB Expecting to fail every time 
UA So I no longer try 
TH This voice keeps me stuck 

 

EB This voice has been around for so long 
SE What am I missing by listening to it? 
UE It robs me of happiness 
UN It steals any pleasure 
CH It stops me from having fun 
CB It keeps me stuck 
UA Its kept me safe 
TH This voice keeps me stuck 
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EB I’m so used to this voice in my head 
SE It’s always sounds sensible and practical 
UE But is it? 
UN Is it over cautious? 
CH Worrying about things that aren’t real? 
CB Overthinking? 
UA Stressing? 
TH Where did it come from? 

 

EB When did I start listening to it? 
SE When did I turn up the volume? 
UE When did I decide 
UN That my critical voice was right 
CH And that I was wrong? 
CB What has it been stopping me from enjoying? 
UA What has it been keeping me from doing? 
TH No wonder I don’t achieve my dreams 

 

EB I think its time to change things 
SE I think I’m ready to follow my intuition 
UE It’s time to turn down the volume 
UN To say thank you critical voice  
CH For keeping me safe 
CB But now I know I can keep me safe  
UA I can take back my power from you 
TH The power that I gave you 

 

EB I can start to listen to my own voice 
SE I can release the critical voice in my head 
UE I can follow my dreams 
UN And achieve what I want to do 
CH I can start to trust me 
CB I can hear my own  voice  
UA Find my own solutions 
TH Because I do know whats best for me 

 

EB I listen my own voice 
SE I’m doing much better than I realised 
UE I can notice everything that is working for me 
UN I can recognise everything that I do right 
CH There is no room for my critical voice 
CB I can trust my own voice 
UA I can tune into my own intuition 
TH I know exactly what I need to do 
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EB I trust my own voice 
SE I am kind to myself 
UE I’m recognise that I am doing the best I can 
UN My best is good enough 
CH This is only the beginning for me 
CB I have so much to offer 
UA And when I listen to my heart 
TH I can achieve to much 

 

EB I give myself permission to shine 
SE I give myself permission to be the best me 
UE There is no more room for criticising 
UN I treat myself with love and respect 
CH I treat myself with kindness 
CB The future is looking bright 
UA My future is definitely exciting 
TH And I am stepping confidently into it 

 

What are the abbreviations? 

EB Eyebrow point 
SE Side of eye 
UE Under eye 
UN Under nose 
CH Chin 
CB Collarbone 
TH Top of head 
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